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Abstract

We present an approach to synthesizing new graph structures from empirically
specified distributions. The generative model is an auto-decoder that learns to
synthesize graphs from latent codes. The graph synthesis model is learned jointly
with an empirical distribution over the latent codes. Graphs are synthesized using
self-attention modules that are trained to identify likely connectivity patterns.
Graph-based normalizing flows are used to sample latent codes from the distribution
learned by the auto-decoder. The resulting model combines accuracy and scalability.
On benchmark datasets of large graphs, the presented model outperforms the state
of the art by a factor of 1.5 in mean accuracy and average rank across at least three
different graph statistics, with a 2x speedup during inference.

1 Introduction

Generative models of graphs are widely used to model social, biological, and digital networks [32].
These models are used throughout science and engineering, for example to generate realistic graphs
for training and benchmarking algorithms and for evaluating hypotheses. Classic models are based on
statistical and structural assumptions, such as power-law distributions, small worlds, and others [15,
45, 2, 23]. However, a growing body of empirical evidence suggests that these assumptions do not
capture the complexity of real-world networks [18, 26, 7]. Graph synthesis models based on these
assumptions may therefore not faithfully represent real data.

Recent advances in generative modeling and graph neural networks have enabled the development of
empirical graph synthesis models. These are richly parameterized models that are trained directly on
data (exemplars of graphs). The models learn to synthesize graphs that match the empirical structure
of observed data. Early efforts in this direction made structural assumptions that limited the models to
synthesis of small graphs (up to 50–100 nodes), constrained them to learning from a single exemplar,
or limited their accuracy [22, 24, 28, 40].

More recently, sequential generation models have been developed that can scale to large graphs with
thousands of nodes [48, 25]. These models alleviate the scalability issues of earlier work, but come
with their own limitations. The best-performing variant of the GraphRNN model [48] sequentially
evaluates each potential node and edge, requiring O(N2) inference passes to synthesize a graph with
N nodes. The Graph Recurrent Attention Network (GRAN) [25] synthesizes all edges adjacent to a
new node (or a block of nodes) in one shot, which reduces computational complexity but can also
diminish the goodness of fit to the data. Since node embeddings were constructed by processing
adjacency vectors using multilayer perceptrons (MLPs), GRAN also imposed a limit on the maximum
graph size, corresponding to the size of the trained MLP.

In this paper, we present a new generative model for large graphs. At the core of our model is an
auto-decoder: a generative network that synthesizes a graph structure given a sequence of sampled
vector codes (one code per node). During training, the parameters of the generator and the latent
codes for the data are optimized jointly, end to end. This joint optimization is the key idea of the
auto-decoder approach to generative modeling [41, 5, 35]. We design a sequential decoder that uses
graph attention modules in an autoregressive framework to synthesize coherent graph structures. By
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associating node embeddings to external codes, our auto-decoder model can synthesise graphs of any
size, unconstrained by the maximum size of training graphs.

We observe and rectify a drawback in the auto-decoder framework: prior work optimized the latent
codes during training, but then sampled codes at test time from an ad-hoc analytical distribution.
This can induce a mismatch between training-time and test-time distributions in the latent space,
reducing the fidelity of the synthesized structures. This can have a particularly significant effect in
our setting, where latent codes are sampled many times during synthesis: one for each node in the
synthesized graph. We rectify this deficiency by designing a flow-based density model [34]. This is
a continuous model that learns to map random samples from an analytical distribution to samples
that statistically match the empirical distribution of codes optimized by the auto-decoder. To capture
relational structure among codes, our normalizing flow model is based on graph attention.

The resulting model convincingly outperforms the state of the art in generative modeling of large
graph structures. Our model achieves the best rank across datasets according to all evaluation
measures, while being 2x faster than the state of the art.

2 Related Work

Classic graph synthesis models. The Erdős-Rényi random graph model independently samples
all the edges for generating a new graph [15]. The Watts-Strogatz model generates graphs by
randomly rewiring regular lattices [45]. The Barabási-Albert model [2] uses preferential attachment
to synthesize graphs with power-law degree distributions. Exponential random graph models [44]
parametrize the distribution of real-world graphs using exponential families that use hand-engineered
local structural features of graphs. The Kronecker graph model [23] formulates the graph generation
process as a recursion over Kronecker products of seed graphs. All these models have limited ability
to fit real data and are known to not fully represent the structure of real-world networks [7, 18, 26, 48].

Tensor-based models. This class of generative models operates on tensor representations of graphs,
such as adjacency matrices. This regular representation allows these models to generate a whole graph
in one shot, akin to an image (a grid of pixels). Such models have been based on VAEs [40, 22, 29],
GANs [10], and normalizing flows [27, 30]. They have been primarily demonstrated on generating
small molecules and other small graphs. The one-shot synthesis of all nodes and edges assists parallel
processing, but limits the maximal size of the generated graph and can yield incoherent structures.

Sequential generation models. These models formulate graph generation as a sequential deci-
sion process. Conditioned on the current subgraph structure, new nodes and edges are added in
sequence [24]. Sequential models have the ability to examine intermediate structures and adapt subse-
quent synthesis to these. They are thus able to maintain accuracy for larger graph structures [48, 25].
We build on and advance this line of work.

Domain-specific approaches have also been developed for molecular graphs. Liu et al. [28] develop
a sequential decoder that incorporates domain-specific constraints for generating valid molecular
graphs. Jin et al. [19] utilize a sequential VAE and propose to operate on the junction tree of a
molecular graph. You et al. [47] train an adversarial network using reinforcement learning to optimize
for molecules that satisfy desired properties. The autoregressive flow model of Shi et al. [39] for
molecular generation shares some similarity with our model in that it combines flow-based density
estimation with a sequential decision process. However, unlike our model, the applicability of these
works is limited to small domain-specific graphs.

Auto-decoders. Auto-encoder models have become widespread in machine learning. However,
despite the name, the encoder is often discarded after training and the decoder is retained as a
generative model. An elegant alternative is to not train with an encoder at all, but rather directly
optimize the latent codes jointly with the generator by backpropagation. This idea goes back
decades [41], has been independently developed in a number of contexts [16], and was recently
popularized by Bojanowski et al. [5]. We borrow the ‘auto-decoder’ terminology from Park et al.
[35]. We extend the auto-decoder framework to sequential generation of combinatorial structures, in
which the generator operates on a sequence of sampled codes. We also rectify a major deficiency in
the framework by augmenting it with a density model that is trained to sample codes from the learned
distribution in the latent space.
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Normalizing flows. Our density model is based on normalizing flows [34]. Flow-based models
apply chains of invertible transformations to map samples from a latent space to data space and vice
versa. They have been applied to variety of tasks, such as density estimation [12, 17, 13], variational
inference [33, 21], image generation [20], and audio synthesis [36]. Liu et al. [27] developed graph
normalizing flows to model latent node embeddings in a VAE framework. Flow-based models were
also used to generate molecular graphs [39, 30]; these share the limitations of aforementioned models
for molecules in that they do not scale to large graph structures.

Self-attention networks. Self-attention models dominate natural language processing [42, 11, 9, 46]
and have been applied to images [3, 37, 6, 49] and combinatorial structures [43, 25]. Our work uses
self-attention modules due to their effectiveness in modeling global structure.

3 Overview

Notation. We aim to model an underlying distribution of the structure of given graph data p(G)
using a deep generative model. A graph G ∈ G is defined as G = (V, E), where V = {v1, . . . , vN}
and E = {(vi, vj)|i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}} represent the node set and connectivity structure, respectively.
A graph can also be represented by its adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}N×N , where Aij = 1 if and
only if there exists an edge (vi, vj) in E . Given a node ordering π, there exists a correspondence
between the set of permuted adjacency matrices Aπ and the set of node-ordered graphs (G, π). For
simplicity, we assume only undirected graphs with up to one edge between a pair of nodes and no
self-loops. Thus due to the symmetry of the adjacency matrix, we can decompose Aπ = Lπ + LπT ,
where Lπ denotes the corresponding lower-triangular component of Aπ and ·T denotes the transpose.
Consequently, we can model p(G) =

∑
π p(G, π) =

∑
π p(A

π) =
∑
π p(L

π) by modeling the
distribution over lower-triangular matrices Lπ .

Model. We refer to our model as a Graph Auto-Decoder (GrAD). The training has two stages.
The first stage trains a sequential auto-decoder Dθ that learns to generate the matrix Lπ while
simultaneously optimizing the latent codes Z = {zi}Ni=1 ∈ RN×d that serve as input to Dθ. In the
second stage, we train a flow-based density model FΦ that learns to map samples from a simple
analytical distribution (a Gaussian) to the distribution of latent codes Z optimized in the first stage. θ
and Φ are the parameters of the auto-decoder and the density model, respectively. Note that GrAD
uses per-node latent codes. The batch of codes Z correspond to a single graph. Z contains a code zi
for each node in this graph.

Inference. The number of nodes in a new graph is sampled from an empirical distribution: N ∼ p(N).
The density model FΦ is then used to map a batch of N vectors sampled from a Gaussian distribution
(Y ∼ N (0, IN×d)) into N codes of the same dimensionality but distributed according to the learned
distribution of latent codes: Z = F−1

Φ (Y). The decoder then sequentially synthesizes the graph by
appending blocks of nodes. Given a new block, a scaffold of putative edges is constructed within this
block and from the block to the previously synthesized subgraph. Latent codes for the nodes are then
processed via graph self-attention layers that operate on this scaffolded structure. The transformed
features are then used to synthesize parameters for probability distributions for each putative edge.
The existence of each edge is then sampled from the corresponding synthesized distribution.

4 Graph Auto-decoder

The auto-decoder Dθ formalizes the problem of learning a distribution over matrices Lπ as a
sequential decision process over nodes. However, in order to efficiently scale inference over large
graphs, GrAD does not generate edges sequentially [48]. Instead, we generate all entries of each
row (or a block of rows) of the adjacency matrix jointly, conditioned on the previously estimated
submatrix [25]. At each time step t, Dθ generates K nodes and their edge connectivity with respect
to all existing nodes. Equivalently, it samples a block of K rows Lπbt = [LπK(t−1)+1, . . . ,L

π
Kt] of Lπ ,

where a vector Lπi ∈ R1×N denotes the ith row and bt = [K(t− 1) + 1, . . . ,Kt] is a set of indices.

Figure 1 (right) illustrates the procedure in detail. Starting from an empty graph G1, in each step our
model samples the latent variables for a new block of nodes Zbt and processes them alongside the
existing subgraph {Lπbi}

t−1
i=1 and its hidden node representation ZMt−1 (inherited from the previous

time step). Afterwards, the connectivity structure Lπbt within this new set of nodes and across to the
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Figure 1: GrAD trains in two stages. In the first stage, the auto-decoder Dθ (right) is trained on a set
of observed graphs. The training of Dθ jointly optimizes its parameters along with the latent codes
that serve as its input. In the second stage, a flow-based density model FΦ (left) is trained to map
from a Gaussian distribution to the distribution of optimized latent codes. Both models use graph
attention (GA) layers, visualized in the middle.

previously synthesized nodes is generated in a single shot according to the corresponding latent codes
ZMt . Overall, Dθ iterates over T =

⌈
N
K

⌉
time steps until all the nodes and their edges are generated.

This sequential generation process decomposes the probability distribution of Lπ into a product of
block conditional distributions [25]:

p(Lπ|Z) =

T∏
t=1

p(Lπbt |L
π
bt−1

, . . . ,Lπb1 ,Z). (1)

The auto-decoder applies multiple layers of graph self-attention. Specifically, at each time step t,
the decoder takes a set of node features Z0

t and a partial adjacency matrix {Lπbi}
t−1
i=1 as input. It

then constructs a subgraph Gt that contains all existing and new nodes, with previously synthesized
edges between the prior nodes. Dummy (putative) edges that connect each new node with all other
nodes in the graph Gt are added. This ensures that subsequent graph attention layers can propagate
information to and from the new nodes. Using this scaffold, new node embeddings are computed
by M layers of multi-headed graph attention (GA). The model then estimates the parameters of a
probability distribution for each edge, Θbt , and samples edges from their probability distributions:

Zlt = GA
(
Zl−1
t ; {Lπbi}

t−1
i=1

)
, l = 1, . . . ,M (2)

Θbt = Fout
(
ZMt

)
(3)

Lπbt ∼ PΘbt
(4)

where Zlt ∈ RKt×d is the hidden node representation at the l-th message passing layer and GA
is the graph attention module. At each time step, the initial hidden node representation Z0

t is set
to Z0

t = [ZMt−1; Zbt ], where [·] stands for vector concatenation. Both GA and Fout modules share
weights across all time steps. However, the M stacked GA layers have independent parameters.

4.1 Graph Attention

As discussed above, at each time step, node features are processed using a graph attention (GA)
mechanism. This operation is implemented as a GA layer that is utilized throughout our model. We
now describe this layer. We denote the node features provided as input to GA by Z ∈ Rm×d.

GA begins by mapping Z to matrices of query, key, and value using linear transformations [42]:

Q = Fq(Z;θQ); K = Fk(Z;θK); V = Fv(Z;θV ), (5)
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where Fis are two-layer MLP mappings Fi : Rd → RdS and dS is the dimensionality of the
transformed features. The self-attention weight of the jth node to node i is computed as

aij = softmax(ei)j =
exp(eij)∑

k∈Ni
exp(eik)

, where eij = dS
− 1

2
(
qTi kj

)
. (6)

Here qi denotes the ith row of matrix Q and a set Ni = {k|(vi, vk) ∈ EGt} represents the 1-ring
neighborhood of node i in subgraph Gt. By restricting each node’s attention to its neighbors Ni, the
model provides structural information from the current subgraph Gt. Updated features are composed
by a linear combination of value vectors:

z̃i =
∑
j∈Ni

aijvj . (7)

GA employs multiple heads [42], each independently transforming the input features Z using the
attention mechanism summarized in Equations (5-7). This is followed by concatenating the output
features from different heads and projecting back to the input feature dimensionality d using a linear
operator θP ∈ RHdS×d:

Z̃ = Fp

(
[Z̃h]Hh=1;θp

)
, (8)

where Z̃h is the output of self-attention head h. The features are then normalized using layer
normalization (LN) [1] and processed by a two-layer MLP with ReLU nonlinearities, Fω:

Z′ = LN
(
Ẑ + Fω

(
Ẑ;θω

))
, where Ẑ = LN

(
Z + Z̃

)
(9)

4.2 Sampling Edges

After M rounds of processing via GA layers, the resulting node features ZMt are processed by a
block Fout that estimates the sampling distribution parameters Θbt for each individual edge in Lπbt .
Dθ models edge probability in block Lπbt as a finite mixture of multivariate Bernoulli distributions [8]
parametrized by Θbt = [{Πc}Cc=1, {λc}Cc=1]. Here Πc represents the mixing proportion and C is
the total number of mixture components. In particular, the function Fout implements two three-
layer MLPs with ReLU nonlinearities and C-dimensional output, Fλ and FΠ, which independently
compute λij and Πij from ZMt .

p(Lπbt |L
π
b<t,Z;θ) =

C∑
c=1

Πc p(Lπbt |λ
c) =

C∑
c=1

Πc
∏
i∈bt

∏
j<i

[λcij ]
εij [1− λcij ]1−εij (10)

Π1, . . . ,Πc = softmax

∑
i∈bt

∑
j<i

FΠ (zi − zj ;θΠ)

 ; λ1
ij , . . . , λ

c
ij = σ (Fλ (zi − zj ;θλ))

where εij = 1 if and only if (vi, vj) ∈ E , and σ denotes the sigmoid activation function. Note that
the edge distributions are independent within a component but not across components. Further, the
distribution of Π in Equation (10) exchanges global information. Thus unlike a single Bernoulli
distribution (i.e., C = 1), a mixture can capture correlations between edges. In the absence of sequen-
tial edge generation, employing a finite mixture allows our model to encode complex dependencies
across edges in the output distribution of Lπbt .

5 Optimization

The graph generation process in the decoder can be specified as Z ∼ p(Z) followed by
Lπ ∼ p(Lπ|Z;θ). The joint distribution can be written as p(Lπ,Z;θ) = p(Z)p(Lπ|Z;θ). Given an
observed set of matrices {Lπi }ni=1 sampled from an unknown distribution p(Lπ), the auto-decoder
Dθ is trained by maximizing the marginal log-likelihood of the observations while integrating out the
latent variables:

L(θ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

log p(Lπi ;θ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

log

∫
Z

p(Lπi ,Z;θ)dZ (11)
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The common practice is to use variational expectation-maximization (vEM) [4] to iteratively learn
model parameters θ and posterior distribution p (Z|Lπi ;θ) for Z. An alternative is to optimize a
differentiable model in (11) using SGD with a constant learning rate, which also leads to simple
vEM algorithm [31]. Thus, given an observed matrix Lπi , GrAD jointly learns the model parameters
θ = {θQ,θK ,θV ,θP ,θω,θΠ,θλ} and latent variables Zi’s using the following update rule:

θT+1 = θT + τ
[

1
n

∑n
i=1∇θ log p

(
Lπi ,Z

T
i ;θT

)]
ZT+1
i = ZTi + δ

[
∇Z log p

(
Lπi ,Z

T
i ;θT

)]
(12)

where step size δ is kept fixed. After each update, the latent codes are projected back onto the unit
`∞ ball [5]. We initialize Z by sampling from the prior distribution Z ∼ p(Z) = N (0, IN×d). The
gradient computation for both updates in (12) shares the same chain rule.

6 Density Model

At inference time, we must produce latent codes Z that are provided as input toDθ . One possibility is
to draw them from an analytical distribution, such as a Gaussian. However, this produces uncorrelated
sets of codes whose joint distribution is very different from the joint distribution of code sets that
are optimized by Dθ during training. To rectify this, we train a flow-based reversible model to map
the optimized code sets to a Gaussian. The inverse of this model can then be used to map Gaussian
samples to the latent distribution of the optimized code sets.

The flow FΦ processes a set of codes Z with a corresponding connectivity structure G via R
reversible message passing steps. Invertibility is achieved by splitting the dimensions into two parts,
Y0 .

= Z =
[
Y0

0,Y
0
1

]
, and operating on each part in turn [12]. The lth message passing step has the

following structure:

Y
l+ 1

2
0 = Yl

0 Y
l+ 1

2
1 = N1

(
Yl

1 � exp
(
G1

(
Yl

0

))
+G2

(
Yl

0

))
. (13)

Yl+1
1 = Y

l+ 1
2

1 Yl+1
0 = N2

(
Y
l+ 1

2
0 � exp

(
G3

(
Y
l+ 1

2
1

))
+G4

(
Y
l+ 1

2
1

))
. (14)

HereNi = Inv1×1◦IN represents instance normalization followed by a learnable channel permutation
using an invertible 1× 1 convolution. Each Gi denotes a GA layer (Section 4.1) operating on the
graph G. FΦ is trained by maximizing the exact log-likelihood of latent node embeddings. Using the
change-of-variables formula,

log p(Z; Φ) = log p(YR) +

R∑
l=1

log

(
det

∣∣∣∣ ∂Yl

∂Yl−1

∣∣∣∣) , (15)

where p(YR) =
∏N
j=1N (yRj |0; Id) and Φ are the model parameters. The Jacobian of Yl at Yl−1,

∂Yl

∂Yl−1 , is a lower-triangular matrix that can be computed efficiently.

At inference time, FΦ transforms a fully-connected graph on a set of Gaussian samples through the
inverse of the learned flow.

7 Experiments

We follow the general experimental setup of You et al. [48] and Liao et al. [25]. Details on datasets,
metrics, baselines, and hyperparameters are provided in the supplement.

Datasets. We use six datasets: four families of synthetic graphs (Cycles, Grid, Lobster, Community)
and two sets of real graphs (Protein, Ego).

Metrics. We quantitatively evaluate a graph generative model by comparing four different graph
statistics – Degree, Clustering coefficients, Orbit, and Spectra – against the test set.

Baselines. We compare GrAD to state-of-the-art sequential models – GraphRNN [48] and
GRAN [25] – and normalizing flow models – GNF [27] and GraphAF [39]. We also report the
performance of GraphRNN-S [48] which generates all edges for each new node jointly. Further, we
include the results of decoder-only versions of GrAD, dubbed GrAD-R and GrAD-D, in which the
node embeddings are sampled from a Gaussian distribution. During training, the GrAD-R model
does not learn latent codes and is fed with random codes while GrAD-D training is similar to GrAD.
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Figure 2: Random samples of graphs generated by GraphRNN, GRAN, and GrAD (our approach).
The bottom row shows graphs generated by GrAD for cardinalities that are beyond those observed in
the training data.

Algorithm Cycle Grid Lobs. Comm. Ego Prot. Mean Rank Cycle Grid Lobs. Comm. Ego Prot. Mean Rank

Degree Orbit

GraphRNN 0.013 0.007 2e−42e−42e−4 0.038 0.047 0.005 0.018 3.2 2e−4 0.007 1.1e−5 0.015 0.260 0.370 0.109 2.8
GraphRNN-S 0.006 0.041 0.005 0.130 0.046 0.140 0.061 4.2 4e−54e−54e−5 0.010 2e−4 0.053 0.470 0.530 0.177 4.0
GRAN 0.010 0.003 0.028 0.310 0.015 0.080 0.074 3.7 0.005 0.006 2e−4 0.023 0.172 0.660 0.144 3.7
GNF 0.637 – 0.340 – – – 0.489 7.3 0.046 – 0.189 – – – 0.117 7.5
GraphAF 0.262 – 0.069 0.074 – – 0.135 6.3 2.5e−3 – 0.011 0.024 – – 0.013 6.0
GrAD-R 0.009 0.510 0.420 0.420 0.150 0.500 0.335 6.2 3e−4 1.007 0.096 0.025 0.950 1.272 0.558 5.8
GrAD-D 0.005 0.310 0.001 0.050 0.027 0.053 0.074 2.8 1.3e−4 0.620 1e−5 0.025 0.075 1.170 0.315 3.7
GrAD 0.005 0.004 0.002 0.029 0.024 0.001 0.011 1.7 1.2e−4 0.004 0 0.024 0.022 0.120 0.028 1.5

Spectra Clustering Coefficient

GraphRNN 0.110 0.040 0.053 0.015 0.100 0.014 0.055 4.2 0 0.960 0 0.045 0.650 0.130 0.298 2.3
GraphRNN-S 0.120 0.031 0.084 0.026 0.089 0.310 0.110 4.7 0 0.012 0.024 0.067 0.530 0.090 0.121 3.2
GRAN 0.032 0.013 0.032 0.023 0.040 0.026 0.028 2.2 0.005 4e−44e−44e−4 2.3e−4 0.150 0.071 0.230 0.076 3.7
GNF 0.308 – 0.256 – – – 0.282 7.3 0.029 – 0.134 – – – 0.082 7.0
GraphAF 0.162 – 0.229 7.6e−3 – – 0.133 6.2 0.629 – 0.274 0.055 – – 0.319 6.5
GrAD-R 0.034 0.200 0.381 0.430 0.310 0.460 0.303 6.2 1.0e−3 1.010 0.230 0.058 0.770 0.820 0.482 5.5
GrAD-D 0.032 0.032 0.039 0.006 0.098 0.037 0.041 3.0 6e−5 1.430 0.002 0.058 0.086 0.235 0.302 4.2
GrAD 0.032 0.012 0.034 3.7e−33.7e−33.7e−3 0.086 3.6e−33.6e−33.6e−3 0.029 1.3 0 0.013 0.002 0.055 0.068 0.130 0.045 2.0

Table 1: Comparison of GrAD against state-of-the-art models in terms of MMD on four different
graph statistics. Lower is better. ‘–’ indicates that training diverged or ran out of memory.

Results. The MMD evaluation on four graph statistics for all models trained on the six datasets is
reported in Table 1. In addition to MMD on each dataset and the mean across datasets, Table 1 also
reports the average rank of each algorithm across datasets. For instance, if an algorithm achieves the
2nd best MMD on half of the datasets and the 3rd best MMD on the other half, its average rank is 2.5.
This is a robust summary measure of relative accuracy across multiple datasets.

GrAD achieves the best rank across datasets in each of the four measures. GrAD also has the lowest
mean MMD by a factor of at least 1.5 relative to the next best method in three of the four measures.
Samples from the trained GraphRNN, GRAN, and GrAD models are shown in Figure 2. The GrAD
samples more closely resemble the ground-truth graphs.

A trained GrAD can synthesize graphs of any size. Figure 2 illustrates this by showing graphs
produced by GrAD for node cardinalities N that are beyond the ranges observed in the training data:
200 for Lobster, 200 for Community, and 600 for Protein. Even in this strong generalization regime,
the synthesized graphs retain the qualitative characteristics of the training data. More qualitative and
quantitative results are provided in the supplement.

Runtime. Table 2 reports the runtime of our approach and the baselines. We use K = 1 for our
approach and GRAN. Runtime is measured on a GTX 1080 Ti and is averaged over 100 sampled
graphs. GrAD is roughly 2x faster than GRAN on average, and more than an order of magnitude
faster than GraphRNN.

7



Algorithm Cycle Grid Lobs. Comm. Ego Prot. Mean

GraphRNN 0.63 8.60 2.20 6.10 39.0 5.30 10.3
GraphRNN-S 0.08 0.07 0.28 0.12 0.31 0.50 0.23
GRAN 0.45 2.25 0.44 0.85 2.17 3.48 1.60
GrAD-D 0.17 0.86 0.25 0.40 0.50 0.96 0.52
GrAD 0.32 1.37 0.40 0.62 0.81 1.70 0.87

Table 2: Per-graph sampling time in seconds.

K Degree Orbit Spectra Clust. Degree Orbit Spectra Clust.

Stride=K Stride=1

2 0.007 0.001 0.064 0.13 0.001 2e−5 0.036 0.001
4 0.094 0.004 0.220 0.22 0.004 7e−4 0.051 0.002
8 0.110 0.016 0.270 0.48 0.006 4e−4 0.056 0.055

Table 3: Effect of block size K on accuracy, mea-
sured on the Lobster dataset.

Figure 3: A single GrAD model can be controlled to interpolate between the characteristics of
different graph families. Most extreme graphs were sampled using one-hot code for cycles and lobster
respectively. Intermediate graphs were synthesized using convex combination of these one-hot codes.

Ablation studies. We conduct a number of ablation studies using the Lobster dataset. Table 3
quantifies the effect of block size K on accuracy. As expected, increasing K reduces accuracy.
Applying strided sampling [25] with stride 1 ameliorates the degradation. Table 4 shows the ac-
curacy of a number of ablated forms of our model. We begin by replacing GA, the basic pro-
cessing block in our model, with attention-based GNN [25], GAT [43], or full self-attention [42].

Condition Degree Orbit Spectra Clust.

- 0.002 0 0.034 0.002

Full Atten. (FΦ) 0.002 1e−5 0.038 0.003
Full Atten. (Dθ) 0.022 0.005 0.100 0.200
GNN Atten. 0.014 3e−4 0.048 3e−43e−43e−4

GAT 0.006 2e−4 0.056 0.030

C = 1 0.004 1e−4 0.061 0.007
C = 40 0.001 4e−5 0.033 0.006

M = 1 0.008 5e−4 0.086 0.024
M = 5 0.002 3e−5 0.038 7e−4

d = 16 0.003 1e−4 0.049 0.006
d = 64 0.001 2e−5 0.030 0.004

Table 4: Ablation experiments on the
Lobster dataset.

We note that the GNN layers used in GRAN involve com-
plex processing through GRU units while GA only uses
MLPs. Our GA layer performs better than attentional
GNN and GAT. Using full self-attention for node embed-
dings in the decoder substantially undermines accuracy.
Using full self-attention in the density model marginally
degrades overall performance.

Next we experiment with variants of the parameterized
representation used for sampling edges. If we replace the
mixture representations with single Bernoulli distributions
(C = 1), performance declines. On the other hand, dou-
bling the number of mixture components (from 20, our
default, to 40) yields a marginal increase in accuracy. We
observe similar trends in varying the number of message
passing steps M and the latent dimensionality d.

Graph interpolation. GrAD can leverage the code sets
used as input to the decoder to interpolate between the
characteristics of different graph families. To demonstrate this, we train a single GrAD on two
different datasets: Cycles and Lobster. During training, graph embeddings are concatenated with
a one-hot code indicating which family the graph was drawn from. Figure 3 illustrates samples
synthesized by this trained model when provided with different convex combinations of these one-hot
codes.

8 Conclusion

We presented a new sequential generative model for graphs. At the core of our model is an auto-
decoder: a generator that is trained by optimizing its parameters jointly with the latent codes that
serve as its input. We rectified a deficiency in the auto-decoder framework by augmenting it with
a flow-based density model that synthesizes latent codes that match the code distribution obtained
during training. The resulting model is both more accurate and faster than the prior state of the art on
large graphs. Our work contributes to the empirical modeling of network structures, which may assist
a variety of science and engineering disciplines.
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Appendices

A Datasets

We use six datasets to conduct a thorough comparison to the state of the art: four families of synthetic graphs
and two sets of real-world graphs. (1) Cycles: 95 standard circular graphs with 5 ≤ |V | ≤ 100. (2) Grid: 121
standard 2D grid graphs with 100 ≤ |V | ≤ 400. (3) Lobster: 100 graphs with 10 ≤ |V | ≤ 100. A lobster graph
is a tree wherein all the vertices are within distance two of a central path. (4) Community: 510 two-community
graphs with 60 ≤ |V | ≤ 160. These are generated using the Erdős-Rényi model [15] with each community
containing half the nodes and intra-community edge probability set to p = 0.3. Following this, 0.05 |V |
inter-community edges are added uniformly. (5) Protein: 918 protein graphs [14] with 100 ≤ |V | ≤ 500. Each
graph represents a distinct protein molecule where nodes imply amino acids and two nodes are connected if the
corresponding amino acids are separated by less than 6 Angstrom. (6) Ego: 757 graphs with 50 ≤ |V | ≤ 399.
These are extracted from the Citeseer network [38] constrained to 3-hop connectivity, with each node representing
a document and edges corresponding to citation relationships. Following the protocol in You et al. [48], we
generate a random split with 80% of each dataset used for training and the rest used for testing.

B Metrics

We quantitatively evaluate a graph generative model by comparing the distribution of various graph statistics
in a set of graphs sampled from the model and the corresponding test set. We follow the evaluation procedure
recommended by Liao et al. [25] and measure four different graph statistics. (1) Degree: degree counts of all
nodes in a graph. (2) Clustering coefficients. (3) Orbit: number of occurrence of all orbit in a graphlet with 4
nodes. (4) Spectra: distribution of quantized eigenvalues of normalized graph Laplacian. This is followed by
computing the squared maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) distance for each of these statistics eith respect to
the corresponding statistics in the test set. MMD is a measure of statistical dissimilarity of two sets of samples.
Lower MMD suggests better fit to the data. The Spectra metric captures global graph properties while the other
three metrics focus on local properties.

C Baselines

We compare the performance of GrAD to the state-of-the-art sequential models, GraphRNN [48] and GRAN [25].
We also report the performance of GraphRNN-S [48] which generates all edges for each new node jointly: this
model is faster but less accurate than GraphRNN. Further, we draw comparison to state-of-the-art normalizing
flow models: GNF [27] and GraphAF [39]. All models were retrained using the implementations provided by
the authors. You et al. [48] and Liu et al. [27] use a fixed setting across all datasets and we follow their example.
Liao et al. [25] report results with different settings for each dataset. For instance, they use different hidden
dimensionality, batch size, and total number of training epochs for different datasets. For datasets used by Liao
et al. [25], we use their suggested best settings for their model. For other datasets, we report results on the model
with the highest capacity. GraphAF uses node as well as edge types as feature input and report results only
on small molecular graphs. We scale to standard datasets using their suggested settings for molecular graph
generation. We consider rows of adjacency matrix as node features while for edge feature, two edge types are
created: connected edges and non-connected edges. The maximum BFS depth is set to be dataset-specific.

We do not report results for GraphVAE, and DeepGMG, as they do not scale to the large datasets used to evaluate
GraphRNN, GRAN, and our work.

D Experimental details

For our model (GrAD), we use fixed settings across all datasets. We fix the node embedding dimensionality to
d = 32. The GA layer employs 8 heads with hidden dimensionality dS set to 16 for the decoder and 10 for the
density model. The number of message passing steps for decoder and flow is M = 2 and R = 9 respectively.
The latent codes are updated with SGD optimizer with constant learning rate of δ = 0.1. The decoder and
flow models are trained using Adam optimizer. For decoder, the initial learning rate is set to τ = 5e−5 which
is decreased by a factor of 0.3 at every one-third of total epochs. Whereas the flow model is trained with an
exponentially decaying learning rate starting with 1e−3. For every decoder updates the latent codes are updated
twice. We train decoder and flow model for total of 500 and 800 epochs respectively. Due to limited training set,
we avoid overfitting in flow model by adding random gaussian noise to input latent codes. Similar strategy is
employed for training decoder model on small datasets such as Lobster and Cycles. At inference time, the flow
model samples latent codes from Gaussian distribution using conservative σ = 0.7.

Unless specified, all results are reported with block size K = 1, C = 20 mixtures, and breadth-first search
(BFS) node ordering. We also report results on a decoder-only versions of GrAD, dubbed GrAD-R and GrAD-D,
in which the node embeddings are sampled from a Gaussian distribution. (This is an ablation condition that
evaluates the contribution of the density model FΦ). During training, the GrAD-R model do not learn latents
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and it is fed with random codes while GrAD-D jointly trains for latents as in GrAD. Moreover, to make a fair
comparison, we train GrAD-R models for 3× epochs and hence maintaining the similar training budget.

E Evaluation of out-of-distribution samples

As discussed in section 7, GrAD can straightaway generate out-of-distribution (OOD) samples. Unlike the prior
state-of-the-art models such as GraphRNN and GRAN, this possibility arises in GrAD because the dimension of
latent codes is not binded to the maximum training graph size. Few OOD graphs were displayed in last row of
Figure 2. Given that the synthetic graphs data (cycles, grid, lobster, community) can be easily synthesized for
any number of given nodes, we try evaluating the fidelity of OOD samples against these set of OOD ground
truth graphs using quantitative metrics. In comparison to in-distribution sampling results in Table 1, the results
for OOD sampling summarized in Table 5 suggests that GrAD model generalize very well to OOD samples.
For random graphs, the evaluation is done at multiple fixed number of nodes and one can observe the changing
dynamics in Figure 4. For community data, the model tend to generates more communities with increasing
graph size. However, model keeps the intrinsic structure of underlying dataset intact.

Nodes Degree Orbit Spectra Clust. Nodes Degree Orbit Spectra Clust.

Lobster Community

150 0.008 1e−4 0.042 0.006 200 0.400 0.019 0.030 0.340
200 0.008 3e−4 0.034 0.008 300 0.690 0.021 0.069 0.570
400 0.012 18e−4 0.035 0.025 400 0.740 0.020 0.107 0.750
600 0.014 48e−4 0.042 0.056 500 0.760 0.021 0.142 0.830

Cycles Grid

150-200 7e−4 0 0.047 1e−4 400-625 0.009 0.010 0.012 0.002

Table 5: Quantitative evaluation of out-of-distribution samples.

(a) Lobster: 150 (b) Lobster: 200 (c) Lobster: 400 (d) Lobster: 600 (e) Cycles

(f) Comm: 200 (g) Comm: 300 (h) Comm: 400 (i) Comm: 500 (j) Grid

Figure 4: Out-of-distribution graphs sampled at various input graph size.

F Ablation: Canonical Ordering

Like GraphRNN, we use a single canonical ordering, BFS, for all our experiments. GRAN, which proposes
framework for variable canonical ordering, also report results using single DFS ordering in their implementation.
Determining the optimal ordering is NP-hard, and learning a good ordering is also difficult. GrAD model
works best with BFS node ordering. This is because, unlike DFS and other orderings, BFS ordering bounds
the dependency distance between nodes. This inturn alleviates shortcoming of sequential training process.
Nevertheless, the performance is graph specific. Table 6 summarise the results achieved on lobster and
community graphs when trained with different canonical ordering. On lobster, different canonical ordering
works poorly than BFS while for community graphs the performance is equivalent to BFS.

G Training NLL

Table 7 compares average negative log-likelihoods (NLL), − log p(Lπ), on the training sets for two of our
decoder-only models, GrAD-R and GrAD-D. We found that learning latents along with the model is useful in
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Nodes Degree Orbit Spectra Clust. Degree Orbit Spectra Clust.

Lobster Community

BFS 0.002 0 0.034 0.002 0.029 0.024 0.004 0.055

DFS 0.100 0.680 0.340 0.680 0.019 0.025 0.004 0.054
Default 0.140 0.029 0.330 0.005 0.037 0.025 0.010 0.059
Degree 0.200 0.028 0.310 0.004 0.117 0.031 0.045 0.086
K-core 0.130 0.022 0.270 0.019 0.029 0.025 0.014 0.059

Table 6: Effect of different canonical ordering on accuracy, measured on lobster and community
datasets.

escaping local minima and thus leading to faster convergence with low NLL. This also leads to better accuracy
measure for GrAD-D over GrAD-R (see Table 1).

Model Cycles Grid Lobs. Comm. Ego Prot.

GrAD-D 0.286 0.520 3.271 800.0 323.7 30.0
GrAD-R 5.921 770.0 107.7 2100 1096 2140

Table 7: Comparison of negative log-likelihood (NLL) for model trained with/without latents

H Lobster Accuracy

For sanity check, GRAN [25] paper proposed a necessary condition to verify whether the sampled graph truly
belongs to a family of Lobster or not. The input graph is a Lobster if it reduces to path graph when two-level of
leaf nodes are discarded. If evaluated using this condition, the Lobster graph generation accuracy for various
model is, GraphRNN: 95%, GraphRNN-S: 35%, GRAN: 66% and GrAD: 70%. However, note that this is a
coarse measure as it only satisfy necessary condition and not sufficiency. For instance, we find that the test
passes for any simple path graph whereas an almost perfect Lobster with a node at distance 3 from central path
fails. Latter is the case with GrAD.

I Comparison of training time and memory

Due to the sequential training process, the per epoch training time of GrAD decoder model is much larger than
GRAN (which trains subgraphs in parallel). However, the decoder training in GrAD converges in very few
epochs than that utilized by GRAN. For example, the GRAN implementation uses 100K epochs to train on
lobster dataset while GrAD trains within 500 epochs (fixed across all datasets). To make a fair comparison
numerically, with batch size of 20 and 1080 Ti, GrAD trains on lobster within 8 hours consuming maximum of
6GB of GPU RAM while GRAN takes 45 hours with 10GB RAM.
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